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A Moral Dilemma
Considers philosophical issues and conflicts for some of the ethical dilemmas
facing medicine, the physician, health care professionals, and the patient

Ethics and the Practice of Architecture
Blaine Brownell s best-selling Transmaterial series has introduced designers to
hundreds of emergent materials that have the potential to transform our built
environment. In our new Architecture Brief, Material Strategies, Brownell shows
architects how creative applications of these materials achieve such
transformations. Chapters based on fundamental material categories examine
historical precedents, current opportunities, and future environmental challenges.
Case studies featuring detailed illustrations showcase pioneering buildings from
today s most forward-thinking architectural firms.

Social, Legal, and Ethical Implications of IoT, Cloud, and Edge
Computing Technologies
The adoption of cloud and IoT technologies in both the industrial and academic
communities has enabled the discovery of numerous applications and ignited
countless new research opportunities. With numerous professional markets
benefiting from these advancements, it is easy to forget the non-technical issues
that accompany technologies like these. Despite the advantages that these
systems bring, significant ethical questions and regulatory issues have become
prominent areas of discussion. Social, Legal, and Ethical Implications of IoT, Cloud,
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and Edge Computing Technologies is a pivotal reference source that provides vital
research on the non-technical repercussions of IoT technology adoption. While
highlighting topics such as smart cities, environmental monitoring, and data
privacy, this publication explores the regulatory and ethical risks that stem from
computing technologies. This book is ideally designed for researchers, engineers,
practitioners, students, academicians, developers, policymakers, scientists, and
educators seeking current research on the sociological impact of cloud and IoT
technologies.

Corporate Ethics for Turbulent Markets
This book is appropriate for any standalone Computers and Society or Computer
Ethics course offered by a computer science, business, or philosophy department,
as well as special modules in any advanced CS course. In an era where information
technology changes constantly, a thoughtful response to these rapid changes
requires a basic understanding of IT history, an awareness of current issues, and a
familiarity with ethics. Ethics for the Information Age is unique in its balanced
coverage of ethical theories used to analyze problems encountered by computer
professionals in today’s environment. By presenting provocative issues such as
social networking, government surveillance, and intellectual property from all
points of view, this market-leading text challenges students to think critically and
draw their own conclusions, which ultimately prepares them to become
responsible, ethical users of future technologies. Teaching and Learning
Experience This program presents a better teaching and learning experience–for
you and your students. It will help: Encourage Critical Thinking: A balanced,
impartial approach to ethical issues avoids biased arguments, encouraging
students to consider and analyze issues for themselves. Keep Your Course Current
and Relevant: A thoughtful response to information technology requires an
awareness of current information-technology-related issues. Support Learning:
Resources are available to expand on the topics presented in the text.

Ethics for Architects
In this new Architecture Brief, Ethics for Architects, Thomas Fisher presents fifty
case studies representing a broad range of ethical dilemmas facing today's
architects, from questions regarding which clients to work for, to the moral
imperatives of reclaiming building materials for construction instead of sending
them to landfills. This timely book features newly relevant interpretations adapted
to the pervasive demands of globalization, sustainability, and developments in
information technology. Fisher's analysis of architecture's thorniest ethical issues
are written in a style that is accessible to the amateur philosopher and appealing
to professional architects and students alike. Thought-provoking and essential,
Ethics for Architects is required reading for any designer who wants to work
responsibly in today's complex world.

The Ethical Function of Architecture
Architects Draw offers a practical and invaluable way to help students and wouldbe sketchers translate what they see onto the page, not as an imitation of reality,
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but as a comprehensive union of voids and solids, light and shadows, lines and
shapes. For nearly forty years revered Cooper Union professor and artist Sue
Gussow has taught aspiring architects of varying abilities how to fully observe and
perceive the spaces that make up our physical environment. Gussow skillfully
applies architectural language to twenty-one drawing exercises that tackle a
variety of forms--from peas in a pod to monkeys, skeletons, dinosaur bones, and
the art of Giacometti and Mondrian. She shows, for example, how cut fruit and
paper bags reveal that the physical world is made up of planes, dimensions, and
enclosed space.

Principles of Health Care Ethics
Just like the wilderness, the business world can be a scary place. Every day, ethical
dilemmas spring up that can ruin great companies and tarnish amazing careers.
Learning how to navigate those situations can mean the difference between
greatness and failure.In their new book, The Business Ethics Field Guide: The
Essential Companion to Leading Your Career and Your Company to Greatness, Brad
Agle, Aaron Miller, and Bill O'Rourke walk you through the traps and pitfalls you
might face, and help you come out the other side unscathed.

Doctors' Dilemmas
Asymmetric conflict is changing the way that we practice and think about war.
Torture, rendition, assassination, blackmail, extortion, direct attacks on civilians,
and chemical weapons are all finding their way to the battlefield despite longstanding prohibitions. This book offers a practical guide for policymakers, military
officers, lawyers, students, journalists and others who ask how to adapt the laws
and conventions of war to the changing demands of asymmetric conflict. As war
wages between state and nonstate parties, difficult questions arise about the
status of guerrillas, the methods each side may use to disable the other and the
means necessary to identify and protect civilians caught in the crossfire.
Answering these questions while providing each side a reasonable chance to press
its claims by force of arms requires us to reevaluate the principle of noncombatant
immunity, adjust the standards of proportionality, and redefine the limits of
unnecessary suffering and superfluous injury. In doing so, many practices that
conventional war prohibits are slowly evolving into new norms of asymmetric
conflict.

Architecture Beyond Criticism
In recent public workshops and working group meetings, the Forum on Microbial
Threats of the Institute of Medicine (IOM) has examined a variety of infectious
disease outbreaks with pandemic potential, including those caused by influenza
(IOM, 2005) and severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) (IOM, 2004). Particular
attention has been paid to the potential pandemic threat posed by the H5N1 strain
of avian influenza, which is now endemic in many Southeast Asian bird
populations. Since 2003, the H5N1 subtype of avian influenza has caused 185
confirmed human deaths in 11 countries, including some cases of viral
transmission from human to human (WHO, 2007). But as worrisome as these
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developments are, at least they are caused by known pathogens. The next
pandemic could well be caused by the emergence of a microbe that is still
unknown, much as happened in the 1980s with the emergence of the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and in 2003 with the appearance of the SARS
coronavirus. Previous Forum meetings on pandemic disease have discussed the
scientific and logistical challenges associated with pandemic disease recognition,
identification, and response. Participants in these earlier meetings also recognized
the difficulty of implementing disease control strategies effectively. Ethical and
Legal Considerations in Mitigating Pandemic Disease: Workshop Summary as a
factual summary of what occurred at the workshop.

The Nicomachean Ethics
Higher education institutions are, more so than other organizations, deeply
complex, and they present a unique challenge to their leaders and administrators.
The unique complexities of higher education call for governance founded on
thoughtful consideration of leadership practices, theory, and styles that reflect the
values of the institution and its mission. Embedded in a rapidly changing society,
the future of higher education leadership and administration is necessarily
dynamic and demands a strong ethical core to guide research, knowledge
production, and organizational behavior. TheHandbook of Research on Ethical
Challenges in Higher Education Leadership and Administration is a cutting-edge
research publication that examines leadership ethics that higher education
institutions must employ to be proactive, visionary, and ethically sound. The
publication covers the importance of leadership ethics in higher education as well
as the foundation for developing frameworks in which to ground the presence of
leadership ethics in higher education. Featuring a wide range of topics such as
distance education, free speech, and leadership, this book is ideal for librarians,
academicians, administrators, researchers, education professionals, policymakers,
and students.

Ethical Dilemmas in Genetics and Genetic Counseling
Extraordinary architecture addresses so much more than mere practical
considerations. It inspires and provokes while creating a seamless experience of
the physical world for its users. It is the rare writer that can frame the discussion of
a building in a way that allows the reader to see it with new eyes. Writing About
Architecture is a handbook on writing effectively and critically about buildings and
cities. Each chapter opens with a reprint of a significant essay written by a
renowned architecture critic, followed by a close reading and discussion of the
writer's strategies. Lange offers her own analysis using contemporary examples as
well as a checklist of questions at the end of each chapter to help guide the writer.
This important addition to the Architecture Briefs series is based on the author's
design writing courses at New York University and the School of Visual Arts. Lange
also writes a popular online column for Design Observer and has written for Dwell,
Metropolis, New York magazine, and The New York Times. Writing About
Architecture includes analysis of critical writings by Ada Louise Huxtable, Lewis
Mumford, Herbert Muschamp, Michael Sorkin, Charles Moore, Frederick Law
Olmsted, and Jane Jacobs. Architects covered include Marcel Breuer, Diller Scofidio
+ Renfro, Field Operations, Norman Foster, Frank Gehry, Frederick Law Olmsted,
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SOM, Louis Sullivan, and Frank Lloyd Wright.

Architects Draw
Edited by four leading members of the new generation of medical andhealthcare
ethicists working in the UK, respected worldwide fortheir work in medical ethics,
Principles of Health CareEthics, Second Edition is a standard resource forstudents,
professionals, and academics wishing to understandcurrent and future issues in
healthcare ethics. With a distinguished international panel of contributors
workingat the leading edge of academia, this volume presents acomprehensive
guide to the field, with state of the artintroductions to the wide range of topics in
modern healthcareethics, from consent to human rights, from utilitarianism
tofeminism, from the doctor-patient relationship toxenotransplantation. This
volume is the Second Edition of the highly successful workedited by Professor
Raanan Gillon, Emeritus Professor of MedicalEthics at Imperial College London and
former editor of the Journalof Medical Ethics, the leading journal in this field.
Developments from the First Edition include: Thefocus on ‘Four Principles Method’
is relaxed to covermore different methods in health care ethics. More material on
newmedical technologies is included, the coverage of issues on thedoctor/patient
relationship is expanded, and material on ethics andpublic health is brought
together into a new section.

Dilemmas of Educational Ethics
By using a creative approach that focuses on a single extended family as a case
example to illustrate each chapter's key point, the authors elucidate ethical issues
arising in the genetics clinic and laboratory surrounding many timely issues.

Handbook of Research on Ethical Challenges in Higher
Education Leadership and Administration
The fourth edition of the best-selling text, Ethical Leadership and Decision Making
in Education, continues to address the increasing interest in ethics and assists
educational leaders with the complex dilemmas in today’s challenging and diverse
society. Through discussion and analysis of real-life moral dilemmas that
educational leaders face in their schools and communities, authors Shapiro and
Stefkovich demonstrate the application of the four ethical paradigms—the ethics of
justice, care, critique, and profession. After an illustration of how the Multiple
Ethical Paradigm approach may be applied to real dilemmas, the authors present a
series of cases written by students and academics in the field representing the
dilemmas faced by practicing educational leaders in urban, suburban, and rural
settings in an era full of complications and contradictions. Following each case are
questions that call for thoughtful, complex thinking and help readers come to grips
with their own ethical codes and apply them to practical situations. New in the
Fourth Edition: A new chapter on technology versus respect, focusing on ethical
issues such as cyber-bullying and sexting. New cases on teachers with guns, the
military and education, children of undocumented immigrants, homeless students,
videos in bathrooms, incentive pay, first responders, private alternative high
schools, verbal threats, and gaming etiquette. Updates throughout to reflect
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contemporary issues and recent scholarship in the field of ethical leadership. This
edition adds teaching notes for the instructor that stress the importance of selfreflection, use of new technologies, and global appeal of ethical paradigms and
dilemmas. Easily adaptable to a variety of uses, this book is a critical resource for a
wide range of audiences, including both aspiring and practicing administrators,
teacher leaders, and educational policy makers.

Moral Tribes
Architectural Lighting, the latest addition to the Architecture Briefs series, provides
both a critical approach to and a conceptual framework for understanding the
application of lighting in the built environment. The key considerations of lighting
design are illuminated through accessible texts and instructional diagrams. Six
built projects provide readers with concrete examples of the ways in which these
principles are applied. Short essays by architect Steven Holl, artist Sylvain
Dubuisson, and landscape architect James Corner explore the role of lighting in
defining spatial compositions.

Patron Saints of Nothing
Winner of the 8th Annual AIA International Architecture Book Award for
CriticismCanarchitecture help us find our place and way in today's complex world?
Can it return individuals to awhole, to a world, to a community? Developing
Giedion¹s claim that contemporary architecture's maintask is to interpret a way of
life valid for our time, philosopher Karsten Harries answers thatarchitecture should
serve a common ethos. But if architecture is to meet that task, it first has tofree
itself from the dominant formalist approach, and get beyond the notion that its
purpose is toproduce endless variations of the decorated shed.In a series of cogent
and balanced arguments,Harries questions the premises on which architects and
theorists have long relied -- premises whichhave contributed to architecture's
current identity crisis and marginalization. He first criticizesthe aesthetic approach,
focusing on the problems of decoration and ornament. He then turns to
thelanguage of architecture. If the main task of architecture is indeed
interpretation, in just whatsense can it be said to speak, and what should it be
speaking about? Expanding upon suggestions madeby Martin Heidegger, Harries
also considers the relationship of building to the idea and meaning
ofdwelling.Architecture, Harries observes, has a responsibility to community; but
its ethical functionis inevitably also political, He concludes by examining these
seemingly paradoxicalfunctions.

Fair Play
The Architecture of the Profession is the title of a research project undertaken at
the Manchester School of Architecture. It is intended to provoke thought and
debate within the wider architectural community, questioning the current model of
practice in the UK through historical analysis of both the image and role of
architects and an extensive industry survey; revealing a conflicted professional
landscape. Prospective forms of practice emerging now will inform the future
production of the built environment. There is the potential for an expanded field of
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architects who will achieve more through greater engagement with both clients
and wider society. This new profession must be open to change, optimistic and
ready to rise to the challenges facing the world.

Ethics in Psychotherapy and Counseling
NOW FEATURING A NEW AFTERWORD, "PANDEMIC ETHICS" From two eminent
scholars comes a provocative examination of bioethics and our culture’s obsession
with having it all without paying the price. Shockingly, the United States has
among the lowest life expectancies and highest infant mortality rates of any highincome nation, yet, as Amy Gutmann and Jonathan D. Moreno show, we spend
twice as much per capita on medical care without insuring everyone. A
“remarkable, highly readable journey” (Judy Woodruff ) sure to become a classic on
bioethics, Everybody Wants to Go to Heaven but Nobody Wants to Die explores the
troubling contradictions between expanding medical research and neglecting
human rights, from testing anthrax vaccines on children to using brain science for
marketing campaigns. Providing “a clear and compassionate presentation” (Library
Journal) of such complex topics as radical changes in doctor-patient relations, legal
controversies over in vitro babies, experiments on humans, unaffordable new
drugs, and limited access to hospice care, this urgent and incisive history is
“required reading for anyone with a heartbeat” (Andrea Mitchell).

The Ethical Architect
Educators and policy makers confront challenging questions of ethics, justice, and
equity on a regular basis. Should teachers retain a struggling student if it means
she will most certainly drop out? Should an assignment plan favor middle-class
families if it means strengthening the school system for all? These everyday
dilemmas are both utterly ordinary and immensely challenging, yet there are few
opportunities and resources to help educators think through the ethical issues at
stake. Drawing on research and methods developed in the Justice in Schools
project at the Harvard Graduate School of Education, Dilemmas of Educational
Ethics introduces a new interdisciplinary approach to achieving practical wisdom in
education, one that honors the complexities inherent in educational decision
making and encourages open discussion of the values and principles we should
collectively be trying to realize in educational policy and practice. At the heart of
the book are six richly described, realistic accounts of ethical dilemmas that have
arisen in education in recent years, paired with responses written by noted
philosophers, empirical researchers, policy makers, and practitioners, including
Pedro Noguera, Howard Gardner, Mary Pattillo, Andres A. Alonso, Jamie Ahlberg,
Toby N. Romer, and Michael J. Petrilli. The editors illustrate how readers can use
and adapt these cases and commentaries in schools and other settings in order to
reach a difficult decision, deepen their own understanding, or to build teams
around shared values.

Everybody Wants to Go to Heaven but Nobody Wants to Die:
Bioethics and the Transformation of Health Care in America
Written for students and practitioners in the fields of architecture and interior
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design, our new Architecture Brief Sustainable Design provides a concise overview
of all the techniques available for reducing the energy footprint of structures and
spaces. With clear, simple language and a practical "can-do" approach, author
David Bergman covers everything from the profession's ethical responsibility, to
design structures and spaces that sustain our natural resources, to specific
considerations such as rainwater harvesting, graywater recycling, passive heating
techniques, solar orientation, green roofs, wind energy, daylighting, indoor air
quality, material evaluation and specification, and how to work with green building
certification programs.

Material Strategies
For the first time, this book demonstrates that the two paradigms of architectural
criticism and performance evaluation can not only co-exist but complement each
other in the assessment of built works. As architecture takes more principled
stances worldwide, from environmental sustainability to social, cultural, and
economic activism, this book examines the roles of perceived and measured
quality in architecture. By exploring in tandem both subjective traditional
architectural criticism and environmental design and performance evaluation and
its objective evaluation criteria, the book argues that both methodologies and
outcomes can achieve a comprehensive assessment of quality in architecture.
Curated by a global editorial team, the book includes: Contributions from
international architects and critics based in the UK, USA, Brazil, France, Qatar,
Egypt, New Zealand, China, Japan and Germany Global case studies which
illustrate both perspectives addressed by the book and comparative analyses of
the findings A six part organization which includes introductions and conclusions
from the editors, to help guide the reader and further illuminate the contributions.
By presenting a systematic approach to assessing building performance, design
professionals will learn how to improve building design and performance with
major stakeholders in mind, especially end users/occupants.

Ethical and Legal Considerations in Mitigating Pandemic
Disease
A path-breaking neuroscientist explores how globalization has illuminated the deep
moral divisions between opposing sides, drawing on pioneering research to reveal
the evolutionary sources of morality while outlining recommendations for bridging
divided cultures.

Justice, Crime, and Ethics
Ethics is one of the most important and least understood aspects of design
practice. In his latest book, Thomas Fisher shows how ethics are inherent to the
making of architecture – and how architecture offers an unusual and useful way of
looking at ethics. The Architecture of Ethics helps students in architecture and
other design disciplines to understand the major approaches to ethics and to apply
them to the daily challenges they face in their work. The book covers each of the
four dominant approaches to ethics: virtue ethics, social contract ethics, duty
ethics, and utilitarian ethics. Each chapter examines the dilemmas designers face
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from the perspective of one of these categories. Written in an accessible, jargonfree style, the text also features 100 illustrations to help integrate these concepts
into the design process and to support visual understanding. Ethics is now a
required part of accredited architecture programs, making this book essential
reading for all students in architecture and design.

Ethics for the Information Age, Global Edition
The ebook edition of this title is Open Access, thanks to Knowledge Unlatched
funding, and freely available to read online. The book extends the discussion on
human dignity to its practical applications, maps out strategic approaches for
responding to turbulent markets, and drills moral skills for taming current turbulent
markets.

Sustainable Design
This work contains Artistotle's views on what makes a good human life. It has
served as an influence on the history of ideas and offers insights into the human
condition.

Architectural Reflections
Many believe that the moral mission of architecture has been in serious decline for
the last 25 years. In this important new book, Tom Spector points out the dilemmas
of architectural practice and offers a theoretical and practical basis for an
examination and transformation of the quandaries the profession now faces. What
makes a good building or a good architect? Are there limits to an architect's ethical
or legal responsibilities in a building process where architecture plays an
increasingly smaller role? Is preservation a moral imperative? What happens when
building codes and ethical responsibilities are in conflict? In The Ethical Architect,
Spector investigates the moral underpinnings and implications of leading
architectural theories, subjecting them to the analytical techniques of moral
philosophy. His conclusions provide a road map to help architects make the right
decision in the difficult tradeoffs that confront designers on a daily basis: Spector
estimates that more than 100,000 decisions go into the design of an average sized
building. The Ethical Architect is a work of theory but refers to real buildings and
real-world problems. It is Spector's call-to-arms for his profession and a must-read
for practicing architects and students alike.

Architectural Lighting
Writing About Architecture
In a small city in the heart of the Midwest, there's a serial killer on the loose
targeting convicted child molesters. He's known to the public as the infamous PedoMurderer. To his friends, he's probate attorney Connor Briggs. A good friend and
neighbor, Briggs' life was market by tragedy when his young daughter died in a
fateful accident several years earlier, a deep loss he is still mourning. When he
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learns of a horrific crime involving a child, he takes it upon himself to avenge all
that she has gone through by eliminating society's most sickening offenders one
murder at a time. The public is divided on whether he's a hero or a criminal, and
Briggs soon learns there are some people he can rely on, and others who want to
see him behind bars. As he fights to stay one step ahead of homicide detectives on
the hunt for the elusive killer, Briggs has a chance encounter with an unlikely ally
who teams up with him to see his killing spree through to the end, at any cost.

Ethical Leadership and Decision Making in Education
Moral Dilemmas of Modern War
The study reported in this volume grew out of some theoretical work, one phase of
which bore specifically on the behavior of individuals in social movements that
made specific (and unfulfilled) prophecies. We had been forced to depend chiefly
on historical records to judge the adequacy of our theoretical ideas until we by
chance discovered the social movement that we report in this book. At the time we
learned of it, the movement was in mid-career but the prophecy about which it was
centered had not yet been disconfirmed. We were understandably eager to
undertake a study that could test our theoretical ideas under natural conditions.
That we were able to do this study was in great measure due to the support
obtained through the Laboratory for Research in Social Relations of the University
of Minnesota. This study is a project of the Laboratory and was carried out while we
were all members of its staff. We should also like to acknowledge the help we
received through a grant-in-aid from the Ford Foundation to one of the authors, a
grant that made preliminary exploration of the field situation possible.

Handbook of Research on Technoethics
"This book traces the emergence of the new interdisciplinary field of technoethics
by exploring its conceptual development, important issues, and key areas of
current research. Compiling 50 authoritative articles from leading researchers on
the ethical dimensions of new technologies"--Provided by publisher.

The Architecture of Ethics
A cast of leading writers and practitioners tackle the ethical questions that
architects are increasingly facing in their work, from practical considerations in
construction to the wider social context of buildings, their appearance, use and
place in the narrative of the environment. This book gives an account of these
ethical questions from the perspectives of historical architectural practice,
philosophy, and business, and examines the implications of such dilemmas. Taking
the current discussion of ethics in architecture on to a new stage, this volume
provides an accumulation of diverse opinions, focusing on architects' actions and
products that materially affect the lives of people in all urbanized societies.

Architecture and Modernity
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From theory to practice a unique, well-rounded guide to ethics fortoday s architect
How does an architect assist a community in evaluating alternativedesigns?
Resolve a dispute with a contractor? Take into account aproject s impact on the
natural environment? When it comes to questions like these, making decisions
about whatought to be done or what is the "best" or "right" solution requiresmore
than sound technical knowledge and strong design talent. Itdemands a solid
understanding of the ethical issues that lie at theheart of architectural practice.
Ethics and the Practice of Architecture offers a complete,broad-based introduction
to this crucial subject. First, itexamines basic ethical theories and their application
toarchitecture, and discusses different ways of identifying ethicalcontent in
architecture. Bridging the gap between theory andpractice, the second part of the
book surveys differentprofessional settings and building project processes
thatfrequently hold ethical concerns, and charts the ethical mandatesthat arise
from them. In the final section of the book, thirty case studies explore awide range
of ethical dilemmas encountered in architecturalpractice, with useful guidance on
how to work through themeffectively. Arranged by topics that span the key phases
of aproject from pre-design through post-occupancy evaluation, thesecase studies
allow a detailed look at ethical concerns in real-lifesituations where multiple issues
are often at stake. Providing a practical framework for the exploration of
ethicalissues in architecture today, Ethics and the Practice ofArchitecture is an
excellent resource for present and futurearchitects in all areas of the field.

The Architecture of the Profession
Justice, Crime, and Ethics, a leading textbook in criminal justice programs,
examines ethical dilemmas pertaining to the administration of criminal justice and
professional activities in the field. This eighth edition continues to deliver a broad
scope of topics through focus on law enforcement, legal practice, sentencing,
corrections, research, crime control policy, and philosophical issues. The book's
robust coverage encompasses contentious issues such as capital punishment,
prison corruption, the use of deception in police interrogation, and many more.
New content includes new material on juvenile justice, corporate crime, and
prosecutorial misconduct. Students of criminal justice, as well as instructors and
professionals in the field, will continue to rely on this thorough, dependable
resource on ethical decision-making in the criminal justice system. Essays are
enhanced with case studies and exercises designed to stimulate critical and
creative thinking regarding ethical issues in crime and justice Discussion questions
and lists of key concepts focus students and help them to understand ethics in the
context of the criminal justice system New chapters cover ethical issues related to
juvenile justice and corporate misconduct, and chapters on police and prosecutor
ethics have been extensively updated A full suite of online ancillaries for
instructors and students adds value to lectures and enriches the learning
experience

Architecture and its Ethical Dilemmas
The ethics book no psychology student or professional should be without
Thoroughly updated and expanded to include recent research findings, landmark
legal decisions, the Hoffman Investigation Report, and changes in the ethical
guidelines of the American Psychological Association and the Canadian
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Psychological Association, the new 5th edition of Ethics in Psychotherapy and
Counseling covers the latest developments in ethical thinking, standards, and
practice. You'll learn how to strengthen your ethical awareness, judgement, and
decision-making. Distinguished Emeritus Professor Don Meichenbaum described
the 5th edition as 'a MUST READ book for both beginning and seasoned clinicians'
and Professor David H. Barlow wrote, 'A stunningly good book. . . . If there is only
one book you buy on ethics, this is the one.' Covers the many changes and
challenges brought about by new technology, EHRs, videoconferencing, and
texting, as well as practicing across state and provincial borders Discusses moral
distress and moral courage Includes 5 chapters on different aspects of critical
thinking about ethical challenges, including a chapter on 'Ethics Placebos, Cons,
and Creative Cheating: A User's Guide' Deals with complex issue of culture, race,
religion, sexual identity, sexual orientation, and politics Provides steps to
strengthen ethics in organizations Offers guidance on responding to ethics,
licensing, and malpractice complaints—not to imply that you'll need to after
reading this book! Keeps the focus on practical, creative approaches to the
responsibilities, challenges, and opportunities encountered by therapists and
counselors in their work.

When Prophecy Fails
A NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST "Brilliant, honest, and equal parts
heartbreaking and soul-healing." --Laurie Halse Anderson, author of SHOUT "A
singular voice in the world of literature." --Jason Reynolds, author of Long Way
Down A powerful coming-of-age story about grief, guilt, and the risks a FilipinoAmerican teenager takes to uncover the truth about his cousin's murder. Jay
Reguero plans to spend the last semester of his senior year playing video games
before heading to the University of Michigan in the fall. But when he discovers that
his Filipino cousin Jun was murdered as part of President Duterte's war on drugs,
and no one in the family wants to talk about what happened, Jay travels to the
Philippines to find out the real story. Hoping to uncover more about Jun and the
events that led to his death, Jay is forced to reckon with the many sides of his
cousin before he can face the whole horrible truth -- and the part he played in it. As
gripping as it is lyrical, Patron Saints of Nothing is a page-turning portrayal of the
struggle to reconcile faith, family, and immigrant identity.

Introduction to Engineering Ethics
Bridges the gap between the history and theory of twentieth-century architecture
and cultural theories of modernity. In this exploration of the relationship between
modernity, dwelling, and architecture, Hilde Heynen attempts to bridge the gap
between the discourse of the modern movement and cultural theories of
modernity. On one hand, she discusses architecture from the perspective of critical
theory, and on the other, she modifies positions within critical theory by linking
them with architecture. She assesses architecture as a cultural field that structures
daily life and that embodies major contradictions inherent in modernity, arguing
that architecture nonetheless has a certain capacity to adopt a critical stance vis-àvis modernity. Besides presenting a theoretical discussion of the relation between
architecture, modernity, and dwelling, the book provides architectural students
with an introduction to the discourse of critical theory. The subchapters on Walter
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Benjamin, Ernst Bloch, Theodor Adorno, and the Venice School (Tafuri, Dal Co,
Cacciari) can be studied independently for this purpose.

Balancing Act
In the high-stakes world of spying, do the ends justify the means?

The Business Ethics Field Guide
Architectural Reflections: Studies in the Philosophy and Practice of Architecture
focuses on the principles, techniques, and the philosophical context and practice of
architecture. The book first ponders on natural imagination, ethics of architecture,
and an interpretation of Wittgenstein's comments on architecture. Topics include
the meaning of play, language-game and gesture-language, role of aesthetics,
reality of architecture, fine art and practical art, origin of the work of architecture,
concept of psychological 'position', artistic condensation, and figures of
architectural form. The manuscript then examines Alvar Aalto and the state of
modernism and Gunnar Asplund and the dilemma of classicism. Topics include
modernism and modernismus, issue of classicism, and connections and
collaborations. The text takes a look at the thoughts of Hans Scharoun, Sigurd
Lewerentz, and Gerrit Rietveld on the relationship of philosophy and architecture.
The publication is a valuable reference for philosophers and architects wanting to
study further the philosophy and practice of architecture.

Building Envelopes
Few parts of a building work harder than its envelope (also known as its facade).
The envelope is the part of the building most visible from the outside--so it should
be visually appealing--but it can also have the biggest effect on the well-being and
safety of its occupants--so the envelope should be help heat and cool the building,
allow light into it, and provide necessary structure. Too often, a building's envelope
is more aesthetically striking than functional, or vice versa. A great building
envelope, though, architecturally integrates all of its elements.
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